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This unique
Thi
i
program starts
t t att th
the reception
ti desk
d k off your
hotel. Agency host will arrange transfer to sport airport in
Belgrade suburb, 20 minutes by car from city downtown.
At the airport you will have a short briefing with instructor
about parachuting. Tandem jump is simultaneous jump
with instructor with one parachute from small "Cessna"
airplane on 3000 meters altitude.
After the jump you will experience 30 seconds of free fall
and 3-4 minutes of parachute glide, and simultaneous
landing on the ground. After the landing you will be
transported back to the airport to relax gather your
impressions and have couple of drinks with instructor,
pilot and agency host, and to get parachute diploma and
T-shirt. Transfer from the airport is organized by agency
host about half an hour after your parachute landing.

Let the sky be your limit! Fly in a jet airplane and feel the
thrill of a life time!
Fly co-pilot with one of our highly skilled pilots in the military
jet airplane Seagull G2, all the way up to 6 km in the sky,
and break the sound barrier cruising at speeds of 700 km/h.
After a short training session, strap on an anti-G suite,
helmet, oxygen mask and you will be ready for the ultimate
fighter pilot test. Safety is a high priority!
The flight is for capable and fearless people. Complete jet
fighter experience lasts about 30 minutes, including motor
switch-on, lift off, flight, landing and motor switch-off. In
Serbia everything is possible and this is the wildest 5
G-Force joyride that you will never forget! After a successful
flight enjoy a traditional dinner in a famous traditional
restaurant on a farm house.

Time of departure: as requested
Place of departure: in front of your hotel
Reservations: two days ahead, till - 2 pm
Duration: two and a half hours

FROM 170€

Price includes:
- Transfer from hotel and back for centrally located hotels
- Airplane flight to jumping area
- Parachute tandem jump with instructor
- 2 drinks with pilot, instructor & host after landing
- Parachute diploma
- Parachute T-shirt
- English speaking agency host & on other languages on request

No. of
persons

1

Price per
person (€)

230

2
190

3
178

4
170

This experience can be even better. You can fly in
formation of four fighter airplanes! Imagine yourself
with 3 friends in combat formation, while your guide is
recording complete jet fighter experience, so you can
refresh your Top Gun memory when ever you want.
Time of departure: Every day in the afternoon hours
Place of departure: in front of your hotel
Reservations: two days ahead, till - 2 pm
Duration: six hours
FROM 1200€
Price includes:
- Hotel Pickup & transfers according to the Program
- Cost of the flight
- Equipment and gear
- English speaking pilot
- English speaking guide
- Insurance policy

No. of
persons
Price per
person (€)

1

2

3

4

1200

1300

1300

1300

RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION
- @ RECEPTION DESK OF YOUR HOTEL- or @ VisitSerbia.org offices
Belgrade office - No.22 Gavrila Principa Street, +381(0)11-262-66-88, gsm. +381(0)62-737-242 *062SERBIA
Head office, Novi Sad - No.7 Pasiceva Street, +381(0)21-47-24-088
www.visitserbia.org E-mail- excursions@visitserbia.org

